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Natural Gas has been called "the prince of hydrocarbons," an abundant resource that is versatile,

competitive with other fuels and popular throughout the world. Newer technologies that can deliver

natural gas to worldwide markets coupled with its reputation as a clean-building, efficent energy

source make natural gas the international "fuel of the future." Key features and Benefits are:

--Thorough understanding of the entire natural gas value chain --Gas terms, conversion units,

commercialization, and marketing issues --Current and emerging international players, and the

latest in techology development.
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A while back, a project at work with a global tilt having to do with the natural gas (NG) supply chain

crossed my desk, and I was in desperate need of a good reference to make some sense of it. By

chance, I happened upon Chandra's Fundamentals of Natural Gas. Since the project had to do with

the role of international liquefied natural gas (LNG) within the context of a supply-side NG supply

chain, this book really fit the bill- especially when it came to discussing all of the upstream

operations, such as exploration and production and the all-important liquefaction step.This slim

volume, weighing in at just over two hundred pages, contains five very focused chapters and really

does live up to its title by taking an international perspective to the supply chain. The first chapter

covers the basics of upstream activities- exploration and production, while the second chapter

delves into the midstream- transport and storage. The third chapter provides a pretty good overview



of the various uses of NG, and devotes quite a bit of space to the topics of electricity generation (in

which it is making significant gains worldwide) and synthesis gas production for transportation fuels

(a kind of technological backwater if you ask me). I was kind of dismayed with the third chapter

because the author didn't delve deeply into the true heart and soul on NG uses- as feedstock for

fertilizer and petrochemicals production. Chapters four and five really brought the international

perspective to the fore, and had to do with the role of liquefied natural gas in what is rapidly

becoming an increasingly interconnected, global gas market.
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